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From: William Campbell Subject: PROPOSED OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT ( OPA ) AND ZONING

BY-LAW AMENDMENT (ZBA ) CITY FILE NO. D35-014-2021 
Mar 26, 2024 at 11:50:38 AM Barbara Campbell

LUBLIC MEETING

April 4th,

Location: Council Chambers, 216, Ontario Street

Please find attached my submission opposing this OP Amendment and ZONING BY-LAW AMENDMENT 
.

Sent from my 1Pad
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| am forwarding this submission as a past Kingston 
Township Councillor ( 6

Most of us who have reviewed the developers 
application are familiar with this 
site as we generally travel Hwy 33 several 
times each day . The draft plan of

This proposed residential subdivision will generate 450, - vehicles daily .These 
vehicles will be directed thru the subdivision road network to a relatively 
small municipal road ...Station Road...to eventually spill out onto 
Hwy 33 . This

Herein lies my concerns .

I am in favour of residential development in The City of Kingston 
. Based on the present shortage of housing stock reasonable 
residential development is

My opposition to this proposed plan of subdivision is based on several features directly 
related to safety and traffic as outlined as follows:
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) A single subdivision entrance along Station St. To Hwy

(2) The magnitude. 227. residences with 450+vehicles attempting 
to access an extremely busy Hwy 33 during AM and 
PM rush hour periods . This will

) The Traffic lmpact Study mdlcates that this residential subdivision 
will  o ik maim i e Uyt (RO

(4) The close proximity of Collin Bay School must be a consideration when monitoring the traffic and school safety . The 
school has a pupil enrolment , an  GaRRY o o el s Tl s Do i S

after school program and a resource centre . Staff and parents access the west school parking 
lot located directly beside Station St. There could be safety issues related to traffic and 
parking . These issues should be resolved with the

(5) The developers planner has suggested that the potential traffic problems  anamae |Eedaot fiean o2 
. i
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( 6) Initially , the Draft Plan of Subdivision showed ( 2 ) entrances, Station St entrance and 
a second entrance westerly . The second entrance has now been eliminated in favour 
of an interior cul-du -sac . This is a serious safety issue

that should raise some concerns Three subdivisions in the neighbourhood ,

Lawrence ParkHomewood , and Ridegewoo

Each of these (3) three established neighbourhoodiewood Estates .

subdivisions have (2) two entrances . The second entrance is a Safety Valve
that permits emergency vehicles fast and easy access to each subdivision in

the event that the primary entrance is blocked and inaccessible . At present ,

the developer proposes only (1) one entrance . Emergency 
vehicl￩ response must be a priority .

(7) Aresident raised what | thought was a valid concern . Will the development
of 227new residences in this neighbourhood have an impact on the municipal water pressure 
on the other neighbours ? | do not have an answer for this valid

question but expect that an answer can be expected shortly.

Conclusion

| have drafted this submission based on personal observations and discussions

with many residents . Aimost all agree that the Draft Plan of Subdivision 
should
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Station St / Hwy 33 . Without proper signification , this intersection 
will become a traffic nightmare . Also , the developer should 
incorporate a second entrance ( possibly right-in / right-out ) 
for serious safety concerns that cannot be

My review was completed with the assistance of a retired 
MTO traffic analy who agrees with my recommendations 
Many agencies have provided comments 
regarding this proposed Plan of Subdivision . 
| encourage the  R R vt Ul bo ' aiay
Bill Campbell , BA , MPA , SR/WA , CRA




